






































a community of people who learn, use, and 
build technology to create life changing 
possibilities for individuals and communities 
impacted by incarceration.

the code cooperative



liberation



“I am not free while any woman  
is unfree, even when her shackles  
are very different from my own.”  
- Audre Lorde

“No one is free until we are all free”  
- Martin Luther King, Jr.













founder director 

public speaker social justice warrior 

BADASS 

workaholic 
party girl 

coding icon 







trauma     



burnout 



divorce 



rage 



fear 





suicidal  



“I drove him, drove them all,  
to be first, be bold, be perfect—be the greatest.  
What I did not do was drive them  
to be whole, to be free. ”  

Casey Gerald 









*





“My question at the time was simply: What is wrong 
with me? Ever wonder that? If so, my final 
admonition is this: Stop. Drop whatever's in your 
hand. Leave your basket in the aisle. Retrace your 
steps out the door. Find the crack. Try to find its 
source, understand its reason, excuse or not. Try. 
That is all I knew to do.”  

Casey Gerald 

















founder director 

public speaker social justice warrior 

BADASS 

workaholic 
party girl 

coding icon 



accountable 





























the 

              future 
         
                                is  

                     in  

                                       the 
                          
                                                            margins



How do I make my
organization more  
diverse?



how do we heal?





@alexqin . 
#vdathens19 .



@alexqin . 
#vdathens19 .







fear 



rage 



powerless 



social justice warrior 
f*ck the imperialist white supremacist  

capitalist patriarchy



“Hate cannot drive out hate; 
only love can do that.”

Martin Luther King, Jr.



trauma     















tech is not a meritocracy 
 
excellence in code can come from anyone 

we all deserve to  
be here, be safe, and thrive  
no matter what body we were born in

























what if



what if







what if



what if



what if



“We heal ourselves,  
and we heal in relationship,  
and from that place, simultaneously,  
we create more space for healed 
communities, healed movements,  
healed worlds.”  

adrienne maree brown







“At this point, we have all of the information 
we need to create a change; it isn’t a matter 
of facts. It’s a matter of longing, having the 
will to imagine and implement something 
else.”  

adrienne maree brown



“Transform yourself to transform the world” 
 

Grace Lee Boggs





my liberation  

          cannot come at the cost of  

                                          harming others







“Wage Love”  

 Charity Mahouna Hicks



@alexqin

codecooperative.org


